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In this time of Remembrance, many of us will be attending memorial   

services to remember Fallen Comrades. This Royal Canadian Legion cap 

with its three words is one way of showing others that you will              

remember. 

Unfortunately, in the last two years we have not been able to assemble as an Association to         
remember. Just having events in the Cornwall Armoury allows us to remember. Walking into the 
Armoury’s Hall of Remembrance with its many plaques is the start to remembering. When on the 
drill floor, we can see the sign over the entrance to the Junior Rank’s Mess remembering Lance   
Corporal George Pollard, one of the two Glens murdered at Abbaye d’Ardenne. Walk the halls and 
see rooms remembering the Regiment’s battle honours. We often head upstairs to the Warrant 
Officers’ and Sergeant’s Mess where we can remember Sergeant Nunney who was the only          
Canadian soldier to be awarded the Victoria Cross, the Distinguished Conduct Medal, and the       
Military Medal. In Normandy Hall, we see the many memories of the Battle of Normandy. And if the 
West door is open, we can see in the bar room of the Officers’ Mess a memorial to Lieutenant Fred 
Williams, the other Glen murdered at Abbaye d’Ardenne. 
 
A key part of each Annual Reunion is the Memorial Service. With Greg Pollard’s excellent memorial 
slides and with Young Glens reading the names, we remember all members of the  Regiment who 
have died in service since 1941. A solemn service remembering those who wore the Glengarrian 
badge. And there are always more memories during a tour of the Regimental Museum. 
 
In the meantime, please support the memory of our veterans at your local remembrance services 

and stay safe. 

Second World War Veterans 
at  Reunions in 2006 and 2014 

LEST WE FORGET 

The United Counties remembering us as  
The Counties’ Own Regiment 


